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ABSTRACT

Particle Residence Time (PRT), a measure of a fluid element’s transit time through a region of interest, is a clear indicator of recirculation. The
PRT of fluid recirculating downstream of an idealized stenosis geometry is found to vary dramatically under pulsatile flow conditions. Twodimensional particle tracking velocimetry is used to track particles directly as they exit the stenosis geometry and are entrained into the region
of recirculation immediately downstream. A Lagrangian approach permits long pathlines to be drawn, describing each particle’s motion from
the instant they enter the domain. PRT along each pathline is compared here for three mean Reynolds numbers; specifically, Rem = 4800, 9600,
and 14 400. The pulsatile waveforms are characterized by Strouhal numbers of 0.04, 0.08, and 0.15 and amplitude ratios of 0.50 and 0.95. As
the mean Reynolds number is increased, higher fluid velocities are shown to lower PRT. However, the strength of PRT is truly revealed when
highlighting the influence pulsatility has on the degree of mixing beyond the stenosis throat. Higher Strouhal numbers correlate with roll-up
across the shear layer and increased PRT distribution at all Reynolds numbers in consideration. Similarly, strong temporal velocity gradients
generated by a high amplitude ratio carry large volumes of fluid from the jet deep into the recirculation region, contributing to greater PRT.
Published under license by AIP Publishing. https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5144388., s

I. INTRODUCTION
Particle Residence Time (PRT) is a path-dependent quantity
that highlights regions of recirculation and stagnation by tagging
fluid parcels in a Lagrangian framework. PRT is potentially an
invaluable tool for a broad range of fluid scales, including biomedical, environmental, and industrial flows. Tracking ocean current oil
spill trajectory and residence time can be monitored,1,2 while measuring the dispersion of fuel within recirculating flows is important
in internal combustion engines.3 However, PRT measurements are
of particular interest to the study of hemodynamics, where it has
been linked to thrombosis growth and atherosclerosis.4–7 Hence,
while PRT can be applied to any recirculating flow to elucidate mixing dynamics, the bulk of existing PRT research has focused on
studying the behavior of blood flow through diseased vessels. The
PRT of blood flow through aneurysms,8–10 stenoses,5 and cardiacassist devices7,11 all has been evaluated using numerical simulations,
and these have been limited to low Reynolds numbers or Reynoldsaveraging techniques. These studies, at times, use varying definitions
of residence time that are outlined by Reza and Arzani.12 Examples
of experimental residence time measurements are very limited and
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do not match the current state of particle tracking. Tsao et al.13 measured the PRT for fluid passing through a stenosis geometry but were
constrained to very small control volumes, low particle densities,
and lack particle trajectory information. Balducci et al.14 presented
mean residence times, interpolated on to a grid, from particle tracks
within an artificial heart model to reveal regions of high stress exposure. However, their results were limited to only 50 tracers per frame,
tracked over 10–50 time steps. These systems lack the ability to produce a complete reconstruction of fluid parcel trajectories that are
necessary for PRT measurements.
In this study, PRT is chosen as a measure of residence time
because the Lagrangian approach permits particles to be mapped
through their entire motion and PRT can be extracted at any point.
PRT is defined as the length of time a fluid parcel remains within a
region of interest, normalized by the periodic motion of the flow,
PRT(x0 , t0 ; Γ) = min(t/T ∈ (0, ∞)) s.t. x(x0 , t0 + t) ∉ Γ,

(1)

where x0 is a particle’s position at t 0 , T is the period of a periodic
pulsatile flow, Γ is the measurement domain, and x(t) is the position the particle exits the domain. The measurement technique uses
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two-dimensional particle tracking velocimetry (2D-PTV) and a
track extension step to plot particle trajectories from their source
to terminal positions, as described by Jeronimo et al.15 Using a
Lagrangian reference frame allows PRT to be readily measured from
experimentally tracked seeding, as illustrated in Fig. 1. Furthermore,
no spatial or temporal averaging is required and PRT can be measured instantaneously for each and every particle that is tracked
within the domain. By tracking individual particles, high PRT particles can be mapped back to their source and used to quantify the
interactions they are subjected to complex flow conditions and/or
geometries.
Pulsatile flow through a stenosis geometry was chosen as a test
case to demonstrate new insight into flow physics using PRT measurements. When subjected to pulsatile flow, this canonical geometry produces complex turbulent flow, rich in vortical structures, and
a large recirculation region that will create a broad distribution of
residence times. Thanks to its clinical relevance, the stenosis geometry has been well documented for steady16–19 and pulsatile flow
profiles.20–24 A pulsatile inlet condition has been shown to produce a
vortex-ring structure in the post-stenotic region that convects downstream with each cycle.23,25 The vast majority of stenotic flow studies
are simulation-based and have explored the effects of area reduction,
eccentricity, and velocity profile, as well as instability modes, reattachment length, and transition behavior. Experimental approaches
using particle image velocimetry,18 laser Doppler anemometry,16,26
and magnetic resonance imaging20 lack Lagrangian information,
and none of these aforementioned studies attempt to measure PRT.
The focus of the present study is to investigate how pulsatility affects mixing and recirculation via the measurement of pathspecific PRT, a quantity that is under-represented in experimental studies. Jeronimo et al.15 introduced and described a novel
experimental PRT measurement technique and revealed increased
PRT within pulsatile post-stenotic flow compared to steady flow at
the same Reynolds number. Here, the extent to which a pulsatile
flow’s Reynolds number, Strouhal number, and amplitude ratio each
impact PRT is investigated and compared to vortical structure formation downstream of an idealized stenosis throat. Section II outlines how a simple, single-camera experimental setup can, when
combined with path extension processes, be used to track the movement of each particle that passes through the measurement domain,
despite being limited to two dimensions. From the Lagrangian data,
PRT is calculated and compared for the increasing mean Reynolds
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number, Strouhal number and amplitude ratio in Sec. III. The influence of each dimensionless group is discussed by analyzing the trajectory and PRT of fluid that passes through the stenosis and how
they impact mixing dynamics. PRT is an under-documented quantity that is shown to reveal distinct physical insight in regions of flow
separation and recirculation.
II. METHODS
Measuring path-dependent dynamics requires a Lagrangian
perspective. This section outlines the facility and equipment used
to record the motion of seeded particles as they pass through a
3D-printed stenosis model under pulsatile inlet conditions. Experimentally gathered particle pathlines are extended to reveal their
entire trajectory; details of the pathline extension technique are
provided.
A. Experimental facility
An experimental evaluation of PRT, using Lagrangian tracking (2D-PTV), was performed in a large flow loop (see Fig. 2).
The working fluid (water) was drawn from a large reservoir by a
programmable circumferential piston pump (WrightFlow TRA10
Model 1300). An optically accessible test section (1 m-long acrylic
pipe with an internal diameter of D = 7.62 cm) was installed
∼45 diameters downstream of the pump to ensure fully developed
turbulent inlet flow conditions. The test section was enclosed in a
water-filled octagonal tank to minimize optical aberrations or distortion caused by the curved walls of the pipe. An idealized stenosis
model, chosen as a test case to evaluate the effects of pulsatility on
PRT, was installed in the test section [see Figs. 2 and 3(a)]. The stenosis model is a gradual axisymmetric contraction of the internal pipe
diameter followed by a sudden expansion. The diameter of the pipe
is effectively reduced by 50% (equating to a 75% reduction of the
cross-sectional area) along the smooth sinusoidal curve given by r(x)
for −0.5 ⩽ x/L < 0,
πx
1
r(x) = [d + (D − d)sin2 ( )],
2
2L

(2)

where x is the position along the pipe, d = D/2 is the stenosis throat
diameter, and L = 7.62 cm is the length of the stenosis. The curve
described by r(x) is typical of stenosis models found in the literature.16,22 For x ⩾ 0, the stenosis ends abruptly with a sudden radial
expansion to D. This geometry generates a large recirculation region
immediately downstream of the stenosis model that extends out
from the throat opening.
B. Pulsatile flow conditions

FIG. 1. Particle Residence Time (PRT) is visually described by the particle pathline
that enters a measurement domain (dashed box) at t 1 and exits at t n . The pathline’s color represents the instantaneous growth of the particle’s PRT as it remains
in the domain. In this study, PRT is measured for a periodic, unsteady flow through
an idealized stenosis geometry such that PRT = (t n − t 1 )/T, where T is the period
of the unsteady waveform.
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The effect of pulsatility on PRT was investigated by varying
the mean Reynolds number, Strouhal number, and amplitude ratio
of the unsteady inlet flow. Turbulent flow was supplied at three
mean Reynolds numbers, Rem = 4800, 9600, and 14 400. Pulsatile
flow was generated by superimposing a periodic sinusoid with frequency, f, and a steady-flow component with Rem . All convective
scales are normalized using the conditions at the exit of the stenosis,
as is typical of existing research on axisymmetric sudden expansions:27,28 characteristic length d and mean jet velocity ūm . The mean
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FIG. 2. Large experimental flow loop carries pulsatile flow through an optical test section by controlling the flow rate and waveform using a controllable circumferential piston
pump. A water-filled, octagonal imaging chamber surrounds the test section of the pipe housing an idealized stenosis model (red) and minimizes distortion from the curved
pipe walls via refractive index matching. Reproduced with permission from Jeronimo et al., Exp. Fluids 60, 72 (2019). Copyright 2019 Springer Nature.

velocity upstream was measured by particle image velocimetry
(PIV). Assuming the same volumetric flow rate through the stenosis, the velocity at the throat ūm is four times greater. The Reynolds
number is Rem = ūm d/ν, where ν ≈ 1 mm2 /s is the kinematic viscosity of water at 20 ○ C, and the unsteady profile is characterized
by a Strouhal number St = fd/ūm and an amplitude ratio λ = (Reo
− Rem )/Rem , where Reo is the peak Reynolds number of the oscillatory component [as depicted in Fig. 3(b)]. Three Strouhal numbers
(St = 0.04, 0.08, and 0.15) and two amplitude ratios (λ = 0.50 and
0.95) were chosen to study how the degree of pulsatility influences
PRT in a post-stenotic flow. Smaller values of λ were excluded as
the flow becomes quasi-steady as λ approaches zero, particularly at
low St. Jeronimo et al.15 reported an increase in PRT of the poststenotic fluid for a pulsatile flow (λ = 0.50) compared to a steady one
(λ = 0). The upper limit on λ was set below one to avoid flow reversal upstream (oscillatory flow) and to prevent the pump reaching a
flow rate of zero. Each set of test conditions was given time to fully

develop and to ensure that start-up effects are ignored before recording for 8 s. For each value of St (0.04, 0.08, and 0.15), the recording
captured one, two, and four pulses, respectively. The pulsatile waveforms in Fig. 3(b) have been normalized by their period, T, and the
results in Sec. III B are compared over a single pulse using a phase
angle (ϕ = 0 to 2πt/T).
C. Particle detection and tracking
Flow dynamics in the post-stenotic region were recorded using
a single, high-speed CMOS camera (FASTCAM Mini WX100) positioned orthogonal to the test section. The camera’s field of view,
using a f = 60 mm Nikkor lens, is an area 6.5 × 3.0 cm2 immediately
behind the stenosis model and at the bottom of the pipe. The camera
resolution was 2048 × 1024 pixels2 and the frame rate was adjusted
from 500 Hz to 3000 Hz depending on the combination of Rem and
λ. The exposure time was varied, from 1/5000 s to 1/10 000 s, to

FIG. 3. (a) A cross-sectional slice along the center plane of the light sheet of the stenosis model, as used in this study. The curve of the stenosis throat reduced the diameter
of the pipe by 50% and the cross-sectional area by 75% before rapidly expanding to create a jet and a large recirculation region. The region of interest is highlighted using a
white box; within this domain, scattered Lagrangian vector data (blue arrows) were processed into long pathlines (orange and black lines). Reproduced with permission from
Jeronimo et al., Exp. Fluids 60, 72 (2019). Copyright 2019 Springer Nature. (b) The pulsatile flow profiles investigated are characterized by a mean Reynolds number, Rem ,
and an amplitude ratio, λ = (Reo − Rem )/Rem , where Reo is the Reynolds number associated with the magnitude of oscillations from the mean. Experiments were normalized
by the period (T), which is a function of the Strouhal number of the flow. The two amplitude ratios investigated are shown as red (λ = 0.50) and blue (λ = 0.95) lines over a
single cycle (0 < ϕ < 2π).
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prevent particle streaking. The camera was synchronized with the
periodic flow to begin recording when the velocity reached the mean
Reynolds number at ϕ = 0 of the pulse [as depicted in Fig. 3(b)] and
continued recording for up to four periods. The frame rates were
chosen to ensure that particle displacements did not exceed 15 pixels in high velocity regions. Due to the limited storage capacity of the
CMOS camera, one, two, or four periods were recorded at a time for
St = 0.04, 0.08, or 0.15, respectively.
Lagrangian tracking requires the flow to be seeded with tracers
capable of closely following the flow. Here, polyamide particles, with
a mean diameter of dp ≈ 55 μm and Stokes number on the order
of 0.0001, were used as seeding particles. The particle image density was on the order of 0.002 particles per pixel (ppp) and ∼3500
particles were identified in any given frame. The particle density was
controlled to ensure that particle ambiguity, which can affect particle
matching, was minimized. The suspended flow tracers were illuminated by a 3 W diode-pumped continuous solid-state 532 nm laser
configured as a 5 mm-thick light sheet. Thick laser sheets are not
commonplace for 2D-optical measurements as the reduction of the
light sheet’s energy density can lead to loss-of-correlation in densely
seeded PIV.29,30 However, for 2D-PTV, a thick sheet can compensate
for out-of-plane motion and result in longer particle tracks, provided
that there is no particle image overlap.31,32 Rosi et al.33 identified outof-plane fluctuations as an indirect source of error in 2D measurements, which is inversely proportional to the light sheet thickness
so long as the desired density of valid tracks is maintained. Out-ofplane motion in post-stenotic flows may result from jet deflection
from the pipe’s centerline, as demonstrated by Vétel et al.18 for low
Re flows and Varghese et al.23 for eccentric constrictions. Vétel et al.
described the generation of streamwise vorticity and circumferential
swirling as a result of jet skewness but documented the disappearance of the flow asymmetry above Re = 1160.18 The Rem evaluated in
the current study significantly exceeded this threshold and the jet can
be assumed axisymmetric. However, despite employing a relatively
thick sheet, the three-dimensional (3D) nature of turbulent flow will
result in some out-of-plane motion that leads to particle loss. The
small number of lost particles is deemed acceptable, and it is shown
that the use of simple 2D measurements does not detract from the
ability to reveal differences in PRT between pulsatile flows of varying
strength. Furthermore, Zhang et al.34 demonstrated how pathline
extension techniques (described in Sec. II D) can be incorporated
with more complex 3D imaging systems, such as Shake-The-Box,
while tracking carrier and suspended phases in a confined vortex
ring.
LaVision’s DaVis 8.4.0 2D-PTV algorithm was used to detect,
match, and track particles. Performing peak detection on the
recorded images using a Gaussian fit identified thousands of particles in each frame. Unlike correlation-based velocimetry, the positional uncertainty of PTV is a function of particle overlap and ambiguity and, hence, decreases with the particle image density.35 At the
chosen particle density and a particle image diameter of ∼4 pixels, the error associated with a 2D Gaussian fit is on the order of
0.1 pixels. Peak matching36 paired the detected particles from frame
to frame, within an allowable velocity range, to calculate individual
velocity vectors. The spatial coherence of each vector was verified
against its neighbors and those that were valid were connected to
form tracks. The particle tracks were then filtered by path length,
and if a track extended across less than five consecutive images,
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it was discarded. Approximately 2500 particle tracks satisfied this
condition at each time step, reducing the effective particle image
density to 0.001 ppp. Changing the minimum track length from
five time steps to two had no significant effect on the number of
valid tracks, and short tracks are liable to introduce noise. Increasing the acceptable track length, instead, lowered the particle density and had negative repercussions for particle extension described
below.
D. Pathline extension
PTV processing produces short particle tracks that can be
extended to reveal the path tracer particles mapped through the
measurement domain. Pathlines were extended beyond their raw
measured length, following the method described by Jeronimo
et al.,15 which was inspired by flow-map compilation techniques,37–39 to reveal the entire history of each tracer particle
that was detected within the measurement domain. The pathlineextension method draws paths forwards and backwards in time
using flow maps fitted at each time step. A flow map is a surface
fitting function that can be used to calculate a particle’s displacement at any time step beyond its original track length. At each time
step, backward- and forward-time flow maps were fit, using a locally
weighted scatter-plot smoothing (or LOWESS) algorithm, to map
particle displacements one step backward and forward. The flow
maps are fit at each particle position based on the displacement of the
nearest 1% of all other Lagrangian tracers (∼25 particles). A forwardtime fit is illustrated in Fig. 4 at the time step t i+2 . Selecting too few
tracers to construct the fitting functions yielded noisy results, while
too many smoothed out flow physics—this effect was observed by
plotting the results using 0.33% and 10% of the particles, respectively. As in Fig. 4, pathlines were then extended until the beginning
or the end of the recording or until they convected out of the region
of interest, according to the flow maps. In order to evaluate the accuracy of each fit and their use for pathline extension, raw particle
displacements were compared to the computed displacement when
a fitting function was fed the corresponding raw initial position data.
The average residual between the actual displacement and the flow
map was under 0.5% relative to the mean displacement. Pathlines
that would extend outside of the region of interest were ended at the

FIG. 4. A pathline (red solid line) is drawn connecting the tracked position of a
particle from t i to t i+2 . In order to extend the particle track forward beyond its original
length to t i+3 , the displacement (represented by black arrows) of other particles
measured over that time step is considered. The movement of the nearest 1% of all
particles (black circles within the blue area) is used to predict the displacement of
the tracer in question. Forward extension continues in this fashion until the particle
leaves the domain (t n ), whereas backward-time extension traces the particle back
to its source (t 0 ).
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periphery. This can occur in backward- or forward-time extension
and resulted in a small number of non-physical, erroneous pathlines
that start or end at the wall of the stenosis or pipe. These pathlines
may result from out-of-plane motion near the walls that carry particles out of the light sheet and contribute to ∼8% of the detected tracers, which are excluded from PRT calculations. The resulting pathlines were then smoothed using a third-order Savitzky–Golay filter
spanning five frames. Section II E demonstrates how the extended
pathlines can be categorized to reveal interesting flow dynamics
from a Lagrangian perspective. While path-dependent information
can be extracted at any point along each trajectory, accurate measurement of turbulence statistics requires much larger sample sizes
and is not the goal of the current study.
E. Categorizing particle tracks
Pathline extension is a powerful tool for qualitatively visualizing flows that can be combined with path-dependent information,
such as PRT, to gain significant insight into complex flow dynamics.
For each set of flow conditions considered, hundreds of thousands
of unique particles were tracked and then extended through a poststenotic region. The extended pathlines reveal the history of each
particle from the moment they enter the measurement domain until
their exit. For a set of 6000 images, pathline extension increased
the mean raw path length from 22 to 1320 time steps. Increasing
the length of particle tracks has the added effect of increasing the
particle image density. Each particle is now present in many more
frames, and the effective particle image density was increased from
0.001 ppp to 0.048 ppp. Visualization of the motion of the individual
fluid parcels was made possible by categorizing particles according
to their behavior and source and terminal locations. A line extending
horizontally from the edge of the stenosis exit (y/d = 0) was used to
distinguish between particles that remained in the jet and those that
were entrained into the recirculation region. Pathlines were given
one of six color labels, as depicted in Fig. 5 and listed below:
● Particles that exit the stenosis and remain in the jet for their
entire length (black).
● Entrained pathlines that exit the stenosis and interact with
the shear layer (red).
● Pathlines that originate in the recirculation zone and are
flushed downstream over the course of the recording (pink).

FIG. 5. Extended pathlines are colour-labelled based on their trajectory through
the region of interest and how they interact with the flow structures therein. The
gray portion of the tracks represents the length they are extended. Note: figure
not to scale. Reproduced with permission from Jeronimo et al., Exp. Fluids 60, 72
(2019). Copyright 2019 Springer Nature.
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● Pathlines that enter the region of interest from downstream,
change direction, and exit again from the same direction are
deemed recirculating (green).
● Particles that make up the bulk of the reverse flow entering
into the recirculation zone from downstream and remaining
within view (orange).
● Particles that exist and remain within the region of interest
from the beginning of the recording are considered stagnant
(blue).
At ϕ = 0, fluid parcels that occupy the recirculation region are
colored pink or blue. Fluid that enters the domain after ϕ = 0 is
labeled either black or red if it originated from the stenosis and
green or orange if its source is downstream (i.e., has negative axial
velocity). These categories not only are a visualization tool but also
provide a clear method of distinguishing the PRT of fluid based on
its trajectory.
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
This section presents the results of the Lagrangian tracking and
pathline extension and highlights the distinct fluid physics that can
be measured using PRT. First, Sec. III A highlights particle trajectories through the measurement domain. The trajectory categories
listed in Sec. II E are used to isolate specific fluid sources and discuss the growth of PRT in Sec. III B. PRT is calculated for each
tracked particle and the total PRT of fluid that exits the stenosis
throat and passes through the region of interest is used to describe
the effects of St and λ on mixing in the post-stenotic recirculation
region.
A. Tracking particle motion
Figure 6 (Multimedia view) shows the movement of fluid exiting the stenosis, at St = 0.15 and λ = 0.50, over a single pulse labeled
according to Sec. II E (five phase angles from ϕ = 0 to 2π). By
extending and coloring each particle track, we are able to visualize large-scale flow structures that are not apparent with 2D-PTV
alone. Figure 6 (Multimedia view) is linked to a movie where the
movement of particles can be observed over a full cycle at Rem
= 9600, St = 0.15, and λ = 0.50. The color labels make a clear distinction between particles that form a jet exiting the stenosis throat
and those that have slowed or changed direction in the recirculation region. With each pulse of the unsteady flow, a large influx
of fluid can be seen circulating back into the domain from downstream, displacing low velocity particles. A shear layer extends out
from the edge of the stenosis along which fast-moving red particles roll up and mix with low-energy pink particles below. Figure 6
(Multimedia view) compares the development of flow over a single
pulse for three Reynolds numbers for the same St and λ. During the
initial acceleration phase of each pulse (0 < ϕ < π/2) and at each
Rem , a large vortical structure forms, which sweeps particles from
the jet deep into the recirculation region. The creation of a vortex ring with each pulse is a documented and fundamental feature
of pulsatile flow through a stenosis.22,25,40 As the flow decelerates
(π/2 < ϕ < 3π/2), there is a decrease in the red-to-black particle ratio
entering the domain and entrainment from the jet into the recirculation region at subsequent times decreases. Furthermore, with the
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FIG. 6. Trajectory-labelled particles at five phase angles (ϕ) compared at each Rem over a single pulse at St = 0.15 and λ = 0.50. Particles are colored based on their
trajectory over the recording time and how they interact with the shear layer and recirculation region. Jet flow is from left to right and originates from a stenosis whose edge
is positioned at (0, 0). At Rem = 14 400, the camera’s field of view was adjusted to account for a higher frame rate; no information was tracked in the gray area. The video
shows the movement of fluid, labeled by trajectory, over an entire cycle. Multimedia view: https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5144388.1

deceleration and roll-up of the vortical structure, there is an influx
of fluid from downstream that displaces the high-PRT blue particles. As Rem increases, the fluid that recirculates from downstream
does not penetrate as far toward the stenosis wall during ϕ = 3π/2 to
2π. As a result, there is less fluid flushed from the domain with each
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pulse at high Rem and there are more stagnant high PRT particles at
the end of the cycle. In the final frame (ϕ = 2π), flow through the
stenosis is accelerating and the jet is once again dominated by red
particles that will form another large structure with the following
pulse.
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B. Comparing Particle Residence Times
Particle tracking and pathline extension allow information to
be extracted from thousands of unique pathlines at any instant in
time. In this study, PRT, defined as the length of time a fluid parcel remains within a region of interest, is calculated using particle
track lengths within the measurement domain—this measurement
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domain can easily be refined to any region within the camera’s
field of view. Figure 7 (Multimedia view) compares the instantaneous PRT, normalized by period, of pulsatile flow at each of the
three mean Reynolds numbers evaluated and constant St = 0.15 and
λ = 0.50. Figure 7 (Multimedia view) has a multimedia view that
shows the movement of tracked fluid animated over an entire cycle.
Note that the particles in Fig. 7 (Multimedia view) are the same

FIG. 7. The same particles from Fig. 6 (Multimedia view) for Re = 4800, 9600, and 14 400, St = 0.15, and λ = 0.50 are labeled by their instantaneous PRT. Instantaneous
PRT grows as a particle remains within the measurement domain. At ϕ = π/2, there is evidence of low PRT particles mixing with high PRT fluid, while at ϕ = 2π, there is a
clear distinction between the mean PRT of particles within the recirculation region at Re = 4800 and 14 400. Jet flow is from left-to-right and originates from a stenosis whose
edge is positioned at (0, 0). At Rem = 14 400, the camera’s field of view was adjusted to account for a higher frame rate; no information was tracked in the gray area. The
growth of instantaneous PRT is shown over an entire cycle in the video. Multimedia view: https://doi.org/10.1063/1.5144388.2
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TABLE I. Mean PRT by trajectory (color) category at Rem = 9600.

Mean PRT
Flow parameters
St
0.04
0.08
0.15

λ

Jet
(Black)

Entrained
(Red)

Flushed
(Pink)

Recirculating
(Green)

0.50
0.95
0.50
0.95
0.50
0.95

0.04
0.05
0.07
0.08
0.11
0.14

0.07
0.13
0.21
0.33
0.37
0.59

0.35
0.33
0.35
0.36
0.54
0.50

0.19
0.17
0.32
0.25
0.32
0.23

as those colored in Fig. 6 (Multimedia view). The period was chosen as a normalization factor to highlight how particle-specific PRT
grows over a single pulse when compared between each set of
flow conditions. This method of normalization clearly identifies and

scitation.org/journal/phf

differentiates between particles that remain within the domain
(blue—high PRT), which are confined to the jet (black—low PRT)
or are mixed into the recirculation region (red—dependent on
flow conditions, see below). Instantaneous PRT is a time-resolved,
particle-specific measurement that highlights which particles remain
in the region of interest for longest and how they move through
the domain. Many of the same behaviors that were observed in
Sec. III A are also obvious through instantaneous PRT. At ϕ = π/2,
low PRT particles from the jet mix into the recirculation region as
entraining structures, generated by the pulsatile flow, roll up. The
PRT of particles that roll up generally grow much larger than those
that remain in the jet. The average PRT of particles remaining in
the domain increases substantially with the Reynolds number, as
depicted by the large portion of high PRT particles at ϕ = 2π at
Rem = 14 400 in Fig. 7 (Multimedia view) . The mean PRT values at
ϕ = 2π are 0.58, 0.75, and 0.88 for each of the Rem tested, respectively. Table I summarizes the mean PRT according to trajectory
category (color label) for flow at Rem = 9600 and each combination of St and λ. The PRT of entrained particles is discussed in detail

FIG. 8. The distribution of the PRT of fluid entrained from the jet into the recirculation region (red particles) and that has passed through the measurement domain exhibit a
distinct increase when the Strouhal number is increased for (a) Rem = 4800, (c) Rem = 9600, and (e) Rem = 14 400. When λ is increased [(b), (d), and (f)], there is evidence
of increased mixing into the recirculation region after exiting the stenosis and PRT increases for each case, except for Rem = 4800. PRT is normalized by the period of each
waveform, and the dashed lines represent the mean PRT at each St.
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FIG. 9. Comparison of particle roll-up
at the end of the acceleration phase
(ϕ = π/2) for increasing amplitude ratio,
λ, and Strouhal number, St, which
contributes to increased PRT of the
entrained fluid. Data shown are for pulsatile flow at Rem = 9600.

below, but the values in Table I show a clear increase in PRT with
St. The strong velocity gradient at λ = 0.95 pulls more particles into
the recirculation region (PRT of red particles increases) but restricts
flow entering from downstream (green PRT decreases). Reverse
flow (orange particles) has been excluded because the PRT is limited by the end of the recording, and stagnant (blue) particles have
PRT = 1 by definition. While there is error associated with the positional information of each particle track, as discussed above for PTV
particle detection and pathline extension, the error is small and will
only impact PRT calculations near the boundaries of the domain
where a particle may be incorrectly positioned outside the region
of interest. That is to say, the PRT is ultimately a function of the
time spent within the domain and not its position. Similarly, the
temporal resolution (frame rate) and the resulting frame-to-frame
displacement relates to PRT uncertainty. The uncertainty increases
at low frame rates, where the moment a particle enters or leaves
the domain may not be captured but does not exceed ±0.01 for the
measurements herein.
Comparisons can be made between the final PRT of fluid (the
total amount of time it takes for a particle to exit the domain) to
highlight pulsatility’s influence on mixing in post-stenotic flows by
plotting the distribution of individual PRT. Figure 8 contains the
probability distribution functions (PDF) of the PRT of entrained
(red) particles. The PDF is plotted for each combination of Rem and
λ for increasing St. Highlighting the fluid that begins in the jet but is
drawn into the recirculation region (i.e., red particles) allows insight
to be drawn regarding the effects of pulsatility on jet behavior, without an overwhelming amount of high PRT values from stagnant
fluid (e.g., blue particles) obfuscating the results. By definition, the
behavior of red particles is directly linked to vortex generation and
strength. Other particles can be analyzed but exhibit a very narrow
band of PRT values (black jet particles) or a broad range (recirculating green particles may enter and exit quickly or be swept toward
the stenosis). The following analysis is further restricted to pathlines
that can be drawn from one side of the domain to the other during a single pulse. Pathlines that begin in the region of interest or
are stunted by the end of the recording are excluded because they
have artificially low PRT. What is immediately apparent from each
frame of Fig. 8 is an increase in the PRT of entrained (red) particles
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as the Strouhal number is increased. The shift of the PRT distribution toward higher values as St increases in the post-stenotic flow
reveals that an elevated rate of pulsation promotes mixing across the
shear layer. Instabilities along the shear layer draw jet-borne particles into a region of lower-velocity fluid and prolong transit times
through the measurement domain. Figure 9 shows the effect increasing St has on the trajectory of red particles at λ = 0.50 and 0.95. The
trend for increasing the amplitude ratio from λ = 0.50 to 0.95 is more
subtle but also results in an increase in the mean PRT of red particles passing through the region of interest at Rem = 9600 and 14 400.
The large velocity gradients generated at λ = 0.95 spread the PDF
more smoothly across higher PRT values. The greater peak velocity drives particles from the jet deeper into the recirculation region
toward the pipe wall (this is clearly illustrated in Fig. 9 for St = 0.04
and 0.15), while the period of little to no forcing from the pump
(ϕ = 3π/2 at λ = 0.95) causes particles to spread and mix. The combined effect is to increase PRT at all Strouhal numbers. At Rem
= 4800, this trend is lost and the mean PRT decreases with an
increase in λ. At Rem = 4800 and λ = 0.95, the upstream Reynolds
number (based on the full diameter of the pipe, D) may be sufficiently low during the low-velocity portion of each pulse to allow
turbulence to decay and flow to relaminarize upstream of the stenosis.41,42 Relaminarization appears to mitigate mixing in the poststenotic flow and lower PRT. Focusing on the fluid entrained into
the recirculation region (red particles) allows clear visualization of
periodic vortex formation within the post-stenotic region. Analysis of particle trajectories revealed increased mixing at both higher
values of St and λ and a direct correlation to elevated PRT.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
This study evaluates the effects of pulsatility on post-stenotic
flow using a Lagrangian-based quantity referred to as the Particle
Residence Time. PRT is a path-dependent measurement of the time
a fluid element remains within in a region of interest and has direct
application to a range of flow scales from physiological vasculature
to meteorological phenomena. Using a single-camera 2D-PTV system, fluid motion was tracked immediately downstream of an idealized stenosis geometry. Comparison of the Lagrangian pathlines
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revealed significant increases in PRT when pulsatile flow conditions
were changed. Increasing the Strouhal number (St = 0.04, 0.08, and
0.15), which is a function of the frequency of pulsation, and the
amplitude ratio (λ = 0.50 and 0.95) was each shown to promote
mixing in the recirculation region and lengthen transit times.
Using a Lagrangian framework to map the trajectory of individual fluid elements passing through a stenosis model revealed
entrainment into the recirculation zone, and their PRT allowed a
quantitative analysis of pulsatile inlet conditions. Large flow structures that promote mixing across the shear layer were made apparent
by categorizing fluid elements based on their movement through
the measurement domain. The end of the acceleratory phase of each
pulse was led by the formation and convection of a vortex ring that
entrained fluid from the stenotic jet into the recirculation region
behind the stenosis, regardless of the Reynolds number. For each
tracked particle, the instantaneous and total PRT were computed
directly from its pathline and used to highlight the effects of changing Rem , St, and λ. Instantaneous PRT measurements revealed the
source and trajectory of fluid that gained elevated PRT. Isolating the
total PRT of particles that entered the domain through the stenosis allowed quantitative comparisons to be made between pulsatile
flows. The PRT distribution among jet particles showed the expected
decrease in PRT with the increase in mean jet velocity (∝Rem ).
Increasing the Strouhal number led to increased PRT at every combination of Rem and λ in consideration. The increased PRT correlated with augmented mixing from the jet into the recirculation zone
in the post-stenotic region. Increasing the amplitude ratio had a similar effect on the distribution of PRT. At λ = 0.95, strong velocity
gradients generated deeper penetration into the recirculation region
by jet particles and shifted the PRT distribution toward larger values.
This study demonstrated, for the first time, the influence pulsatile flow characteristics (mean Reynolds number, Strouhal number, and amplitude ratio) have on the PRT of fluid downstream of
a stenosis geometry by Lagrangian particle tracking. The PRT measurement is immediately applicable to the biomedical community.
The results found for the pulsatile flows in this study would suggest that elevated heart rates and strong velocity gradients, which
may arise due to a stenosis, will promote recirculation and stenotic
growth.5,6 The authors foresee the application of the analysis herein
to in vivo images, most likely using ultrasound techniques.43 However, PRT measurements are widely applicable to a broad range of
flow scales as an indicator of mixing and recirculation.
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